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RETAIL ANALYSIS
MERCHANDISING PLAN

April 2011

Hutchins EDC
PO Box 361
Hutchins, TX 75141
Dear Mr. Brown,
Catalyst has been retained by the Hutchins Economic Development Corporation to conduct an analysis
of the retail trade area of Hutchins, Texas and to identify the retail categories which have the highest
propensity for success given the assets and demand drivers within the trade area.
Catalyst has observed retail trade patterns from within the City of Hutchins and surrounding retail nodes
to delineate the Hutchins’ retail trade area. Demographic and psychographic profiles of the trade area
were then analyzed to assess consumer spending propensities to determine the retail categories which
would be well-received by the market. Additionally, the area’s workforce and commuter traffic were
assessed to determined to identify the retail demand generated by those factors. Finally, existing and
potential retail sites were analyzed to determine which retail uses they could accommodate.
The results of this Merchandising Plan are reflective of current market trends in the trade area, site criteria,
and the vision of the City of Hutchins as communicated by key stakeholders. The intent of this effort has
been to ensure that future development in Hutchins would be consistent with market and economic
factors and align with internal objectives of the city stakeholders and residents. The following is the results
of the analysis conducted by Catalyst as well as the methodologies and rationales used to generate those
outputs.
Best Regards,

Jason Claunch
President
Catalyst Commercial, Inc.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND REGIONAL ANALYIS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Demand for retail goods and services are most commonly
generated by three sources: 1) residential population
base, 2) employment base and 3) vehicular traffic. Given
the strengths of these sources of demand within the
City of Hutchins, vehicular traffic is currently the primary
demand generator, closely followed by the region’s fast
growing employment base and finally the residential
population base.
Catalyst’s analysis shows that the vehicular traffic from
Interstate 45 contributes approximately 4,105 square
feet of retail demand and the workforce population
contributes approximately 3,630 square feet of retail
demand. This demand is projected to grow as the
State of Texas continues to experience population and
job growth, particularly in the Dallas/Fort Worth and
Houston metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), increasing
traffic along this corridor, as well as from the expected
continued job growth in the International Inland Port of
Dallas.
REGIONAL ANALYSIS
Bisected by Interstate 45, the City of Hutchins, Texas is situated immediately south of the Dallas side of the Dallas/Fort Metroplex. The trade area in which the city is located has a
population OF 42,251 and median and average incomes of $44,235 and $54,812, respectively1. The household average is 3.05 members per household. Average expenditures are
$52,641.99 per household, which represents a 78 Spending Potential Index (SPI) as compared to the national average of 100.
The population exhibits a high propensity to eat at family-style casual restaurants, particularly buffets such as Golden Corral (SPI 141), Old Country Buffet (SPI 164) and Ryan’s Grill
(SPI 167). Furthermore, an estimated 88.4% went to a fast food restaurant within the last 6 months including places such as Church’s Chicken (SPI 195), Popeye’s Chicken (SPI 168)
and Captain D’s (SPI 179)2.
The Interstate 45 corridor south of Interstate 20 has not experienced the same levels of residential growth as have Interstate 35 to the west and US Route 175 to the east. Submarkets
in the region such as Lancaster/Desoto to the west, south Dallas to the north and Seagoville/Balch Springs to the east have residential population bases which are sufficient enough
to generate sustainable demand for retail goods and services. Residents of Hutchins, where retail goods and services are limited, can be observed trading in these markets.

1
5307 Mockingbird Lane • 5th Floor • Dallas, Texas 75206 • 972.999.0081 Phone • catalystcommercial.net

Source: ESRI

2

Source: ESRI
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The region is also home to FedEx Ground Dallas Hub (their
busiest hub in the US) who is expanding their operations
by approximately one third and has recently triggered the
opening of a Holiday Inn Express to service visitors to the
facility. Additional growth is planned as BNSF has purchased
198 acres of land with an option for an additional 164
acres for a planned intermodal facility. While retail and
dining options in the trade area are sparse, the compelling
growth story of the region and the existing unmet demand
generated by the region’s existing workforce and
population base indicate that retail development in select
categories in the region is feasible and would be well
received by the workers and residents in the trade area.
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The greatest demand driver in the area is the large
and growing workforce, a majority of which is from the
International Inland Port of Dallas, which is serviced by three
interstate highways and two Class I railroads. This region is
home to Union Pacific’s 360 acre Dallas Intermodal facility,
which is designed to support the growing intermodal
volume in the region. As a result this has spurred growth
in the region, as many companies have chosen to locate
their shipping and logistics operations near the facility.
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The City of Hutchins has a compelling story for future growth.
There is a renewed investment in the public school system
as three Dallas ISD schools will open in the immediate area
to include: Wilmer-Hutchins Elementary School, KennedyCurry Middle School and Wilmer-Hutchins High School. The
traffic and activity generated by the opening of these
schools may spur growth to the area, as is evidenced by
multi-family developers evaluating development in the
area. However, until this potential is realized, the prospect
for retail growth in Hutchins will be limited to small format
general merchandise, daily needs and neighborhood
services retailers.

REGIONAL ANALYSIS
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PROPERTY ANALYSIS

NEC OF INTERSTATE 45 AND E WINTERGREEN ROAD (PROPERTY #1)
This property is located on the northeast corner of Interstate 45 and E Wintergreen Road in
Hutchins, Texas 75141.

EXISTING TENANT OVERVIEW

CATEGORY

none

none

Property Description
This property is currently undeveloped.
Ingress/Egress
The site is accessible from both the service road and Wintergreen Rd.
Visibility
The property has unobstructed views from Interstate 45 main line and service road from both
directions and from Wintergreen.

LOTS

STATUS

ACRES

1

undeveloped

8.35

Total available acres 8.35

Property Size
This property is 8.35 acres.

QUICK PROPERTY SUMMARY

LOCATOR MAP

Total Acres

8.35 acres

Total Acres Availability

8.35 acres

Average Asking Rent
DEMOGRAPHICS

1,455

9,636

43,831

Average HH Incomes

$59,512

$53,342

$55,130

Median HH Income

$49,848

$46,061

$45,490

TRAFFIC COUNTS
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Wintergreen

3,217 VPD
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A complete summary of traffic counts is listed with a
map in Appendix 8.
NORTH

E Pleasant Run Rd

NORTH
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continued

INTERSTATE 45 BETWEEN DOWDY FERRY ROAD AND E CLEVELAND STREET
(PROPERTY #2)
This property is located on the northeast corner of Interstate 45 and E Cleveland Street in
Hutchins, Texas 75141.

PROPERTY ANALYSIS

EXISTING TENANT OVERVIEW

CATEGORY

Shell

Gasoline

McDonald’s

Restaurant - Fast Food - Burger

Holiday Inn Express

Hotel

Property Description
This property is currently undeveloped.
Ingress / Egress
Site has access from the Interstate 45 service road and from Cleveland Street to the north and
from Myron Goff to the east. It will also have cross access to the future Holiday Inn Express.

LOTS

STATUS

ACRES

1

undeveloped

15+

Total available acres 15+

Visibility
The property is visible from both the Interstate 45 main line and service road.
Property Size
This property is 15+ acres.
QUICK PROPERTY SUMMARY
Total Acres

15+ acres

Total Acres Availability
DEMOGRAPHICS

TBD
5 MILES

1,912

8,334

65,638

Average HH Incomes

$55,770

$52,099

$50,137

Median HH Income

$47,023

$45,111

$41,371

TRAFFIC COUNTS
Interstate 45

45
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t
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St

3 MILES

Interstate

Main

1 MILE
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SITE PLAN

LOCATOR MAP
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VEHICLES PER DAY
74,000 VPD

Interstate 45 Frontage Road
(northbound)

5,416 VPD

Dowdy Ferry

7,377 VPD

Cleveland Street

1,840 VPD

A complete summary of traffic counts is listed with a
map in Appendix 8.
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continued

PROPERTY ANALYSIS

NEC AND SEC W WINTEGREEN ROAD AND LANCASTER HUTCHINS ROAD
(PROPERTY #3)
These adjacent properties are located on the northeast and southeast corners of Lancaster
Hutchins Road and W Wintergreen Road in Hutchins, Texas 75141.

EXISTING TENANT OVERVIEW

CATEGORY

none

none

Property Description
This property is currently underdeveloped.
Ingress/Egress
Site has full access from both streets.
Visibility
The property has unobstructed views from Lancaster Hutchins Road and from Wintergreen.
Property Size
Both hard corners are planned for retail with lot sizes yet to be determined.

QUICK PROPERTY SUMMARY
Total Acres

TBD

Total Acres Availability

TBD

DEMOGRAPHICS
Population

1 MILE

3 MILES

5 MILES

21

18,030

61,087

$64,157

$59,218

Median HH Income

$45,000

$52,638

$49,621

45
eland
E Clev

5,741 VPD

Wintergreen

3,217 VPD

A complete summary of traffic counts is listed with a
map in Appendix 8.
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continued

PROPERTY ANALYSIS

Northwest Corner of Interstate 45 and E Wintergreen Road (PROPERTY #4)
This property is located on the northwest corner of Interstate 45 and Wintergreen in Hutchins,
Texas 75141.

EXISTING TENANT OVERVIEW

CATEGORY

QuickTrip

Gasoline

Property Description
Undeveloped land adjacent to the new QuikTrip. This property can be divided into multiple
pad sites.
Ingress/Egress
Site is accessible from the Interstate 45 and via cross access from QuickTrip.
Visibility
The property has unobstructed visibility from both Interstate 45 and Wintergreen Rd.
Property Size
This property is 3.44 acres.

3.44 acres

Total Acres Availability

3.44 acres
5 MILES

1,455

9,636

43,831

Average HH Incomes

$59,512

$53,342

$55,130

Median HH Income

$49,848

$46,061

$45,490

Wintergreen Road
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A complete summary of traffic counts is listed with a
map in Appendix 8.
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continued

PROPERTY ANALYSIS

NEC OF E PALESTINE STREET AND N AUSTIN STREET (PROPERTY #5)
This property is located on the northeast corner of E Palestine Street and N Austin Street in
Hutchins, Texas 75141.
Property Description
This property is currently operating as a fuel station and convenience store.

EXISTING TENANT OVERVIEW

CATEGORY

Top Fuel

Gasoline - Convenience Store

Dairy Queen

Restaurant - Fast Food

Whataburger

Restaurant - Fast Food

Ingress/Egress
Site has full access from both Palestine Street and N Austin Street.
Visibility
The property has unobstructed visibility from both Palestine Street and N Austin Street.
Property Size
This property is .93 acres.

LOTS

STATUS

ACRES

1

Operating fuel station

.93

Total available acres .93

QUICK PROPERTY SUMMARY
Total Acres

.93 ac

Total Acres Availability
DEMOGRAPHICS

TBD
5 MILES

1,912

8,334

65,638

Average HH Incomes

$55,770

$52,099

$50,137

Median HH Income

$47,023

$45,111

$41,371

TRAFFIC COUNTS
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A complete summary of traffic counts is listed with a
map in Appendix 8.
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PROPERTY ANALYSIS

Southwest Quadrant of Interstate 45 and E Palestine Street (PROPERTY #6)
This property is located along the Interstate 45 frontage road south of the Jack-In-the-Box in
Hutchins, Texas 75141.

EXISTING TENANT OVERVIEW

CATEGORY

none

none

Property Description
This property is currently undeveloped.
Ingress/Egress
Site is accessible from the Interstate 45 frontage road and from South Austin Street along the
western boundary.

LOTS

STATUS

ACRES

1

undeveloped

119,156 sf - 2.74 acres

Total available acres

Visibility
The property has unobstructed visibility from Interstate 45.

119,156 sf - 2.74 acres

Property Size
This property is 119,156 sf or 2.74 acres

QUICK PROPERTY SUMMARY
Total Acres

2.74 acres

Total Acres Availability

2.74 acres

DEMOGRAPHICS

5 MILES

1,455

9,636

43,831

Average HH Incomes

$59,512

$53,342

$55,130

Median HH Income

$49,848

$46,061

$45,490

TRAFFIC COUNTS
Interstate 45
Interstate 45 (frontage Road)
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A complete summary of traffic counts is listed with a
map in Appendix 8.
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TRADE AREA DELINEATION

DELINEATION OF PRIMARY TRADE AREA
Understanding where your target customers originate from is a
crucial step in any retail recruitment initiative. Accurate delineation
of the trade area in which retailers can reasonably expect to attract
customers is the first step in this process. Catalyst delineated the
Primary Trade Area by sampling customer data points from various
in-market locations to determine the point of origination. While
retailers, developers and brokers have traditionally used radius rings
and/or drive times to quickly compare prospective sites against
one another, more often than not, such arbitrary measures do not
accurately depict actual consumer trade patterns, and thus the data
extrapolated from such arbitrary trade areas is often inaccurate.

PRIMARY TRADE AREA MAP 1

In order to accurately profile retailers for this location, a tier system
developed by Catalyst based on population density class was used.
Using density classification, Hutchins matches the characteristics
of a Tier 5 market. Over 40,000 retailer locations were profiled and
retailers were segmented using population distribution among 5
tiers (segments) to establish a tier classification for each retailer.
The corridor’s profile was compared against a database of retailer
profiles to create a list of retailers whose characteristics closely match
the subject market.
PRIMARY TRADE AREA
For the purpose of this study, 2,699 customer samples were collected
between December 22, 2010 and February 14, 2011 from both in
market and competitive market locations and researched to
identify points of origin. Outliers beyond 30 miles are excluded for
Tier 5 markets within a major Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). A
catchment of 65% of the remaining customer samples defined the
Primary Trade Area for this study. The Primary Trade Area is outlined
in black in Map . This area is further described as an areato include:
Hutchins, Wilmer, Ferris, Southeast Dallas and Lancaster.

TIER

MARKET TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Tier 1

Urban

Tier 2

Urban Peripheral

Peripheral to CBD with dense workforce and residential populations and
significant pedestrian traffic.

Tier 3

Suburban

Mature, predominantly residential-centric market with dispersed pockets
of retail and office.

Tier 4

Exurban

Predominantly residential, bedroom community, growth markets. Large
retail pockets, with less dense office populations.

Tier 5

Micropolitan

Dense urban markets with large workforce and residential populations.
Prevalent pedestrian traffic.

Removed from metropolitan markets.

Primary Trade Area Map (Source: Catalyst)
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continued

DRIVE TIME TABLE 1

TRADE AREA DELINEATION

DRIVE TIME MAP 2

STUDY DESCRIPTION

COUNT

CATCHMENT

3 Minute Drive Time

49

7.46%

5 Minute Drive Time

58

8.83%

7 Minute Drive Time

106

16.13%

9 Minute Drive Time

121

18.42%

11 Minute Drive Time

137

20.85%

13 Minute Drive Time

175

26.64%

15 Minute Drive Time

202

30.75%

17 Minute Drive Time

247

37.60%

19 Minute Drive Time

275

41.86%

21 Minute Drive Time

353

53.73%

23 Minute Drive Time

396

60.27%

24 Minute Drive Time

417

63.47%

25 Minute Drive Time

435

66.21%

RADIUS RING TABLE 2
STUDY DESCRIPTION

COUNT

CATCHMENT

1 Mile Ring

40

6.09%

2 Mile Ring

53

8.07%

3 Mile Ring

63

9.59%

4 Mile Ring

113

17.20%

5 Mile Ring

143

21.77%

6 Mile Ring

170

25.88%

7 Mile Ring

188

28.61%

8 Mile Ring

206

31.35%

9 Mile Ring

252

38.36%

10 Mile Ring

284

43.23%

11 Mile Ring

325

49.47%

12 Mile Ring

364

55.40%

13 Mile Ring

392

59.67%

14 Mile Ring

435

63.17%

CONCENTRIC RING AND DRIVE TIME ANALYSES
Traditional concentric rings and drive time based trade areas can also be used to analyze and compare trade
area characteristics. An approximately 65% catchment is captured within a 25 minute Drive Time Trade Area and
a 14 mile Concentric Ring Trade Area from the intersection of Interstate 45 and Palestine Road. Drive time and
concentric ring analyses are useful for quick comparisons of proposed sites against both existing store locations, as
well as other prospective sites.
Many retailers still rely on concentric ring data to analyze trade areas. In-line and pad site retailers use concentric ring
analysis more often than other methods primarily because it is the most readily available and easiest comprehensive
methodology. While useful in some contexts, concentric ring trade area methodology is inherently flawed because
it assumes an evenly distributed population and doesn’t take into account such factors as: geographical boundaries,
demographic shifts, man-made (psychological) boundaries, alternative retail clusters and accessibility.
Drive time analyses improve upon traditional concentric ring analyses by taking into account geographical
boundaries and accessibility, but they still do not address psychological boundaries, population distribution and
alternative retail clusters. They are, however, useful for understanding the impact from one region to another.

Table 1 & 2
5307 Mockingbird Lane • 5th Floor • Dallas, Texas 75206 • 972.999.0081 Phone • catalystcommercial.net
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FIRMOGRAPHIC SUMMARY
FIRMOGRAPHICS (Non-residential derived demand)
While demographic research captures the residential-derived retail demand in the trade area, it does not comprehensively
depict the spending potential of the trade area. Activity and traffic generated by other commercial properties can have a
significant impact on demand for retail services, and thus a significant and measurable economic impact. Demand may be
generated by not only the employees of the facility, but also from its visitors. Commercial properties which may contribute to
retail demand may include: office buildings and complexes, industrial buildings / complexes, retail and service facilities, airports,
military bases, schools and universities, recreation centers, tourist attractions (stadiums, theatres, museums, parks, etc.) and
municipal buildings.
The Hutchins trade area, with its relatively sparse population base, is a perfect example of why understanding non-residentially
derived demand is of such importance with the current and projected job growth in the region is expected to experience. The
result is from the activity generated by the International Inland Port of Dallas, which is comprised of three interstate highways and
two Class I railroads (Union Pacific and Burlington Northern Santa Fe). According the Urban Land Institute (ULI), “These resources,
which include major trade routes running from Mexican ports and the Port of Long Beach on the West Coast to destinations in
the Midwest and on the East Coast, make southern Dallas County a perfect site for international freight and intermodal logistics
facilities, which effectively define the inland port concept.”
There are an estimated 3,554 daytime workers within a 3-mile radius from the intersection of Interstate 45 and Dowdy Ferry, and
12,227 in the Hutchins Primary Trade Area. Noteworthy commercial demand drivers include:
Union Pacific’s Dallas Intermodal Terminal, designed to support the growing intermodal volume in the region, operates 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. It currently has a 365,000 lift capacity (expandable to 600,000 lifts per year) and 4,000 parking stalls. This
facility currently employs over 200 workers.

Company

Employees

Adesa

300

Advanced H2O LLC

100

American Standard

75

Allied Waste

200

American Air Filter

100

Brass Craft Western Co

50

Battson Contracting Co Inc

50

Bilco Brick

50

Brenntag Southwest

50

Best Bumper Supply

75

Bentwood Kitchens Inc

50

Bock's Board Packaging

50

Loves/Carl's Jr

50

Cary Products

90

Cedar Valley College

50

City of Hutchins

70

Consolidated Casting Corporation

250

Consolidated Express Document

100

Crete Carrier Corporation

50

In 2008, Burlington Northern Santa Fe purchased 198 acres on over 9,000 feet of rail frontage to build an intermodal facility with
an option to purchase an additional 164 acres. If BNSF uses its option and constructs an intermodal facility, it would be the first
time two intermodal facilities operated by the two largest U.S. freight rail carriers are located in the same area.

D C Logistics Inc

50

Dallas County Juvenile Detention Facilities

170

Dallas County Sheriff Southeast Patrol Office

164

FedEx Ground’s $34 million Dallas hub is a 325,000 sf distribution facility capable of processing up to 22,500 packages per hour
and employs 700 workers and will soon expand operations by approximately 1/3. As a result, La Quinta has announced plans to
build a 65 room hotel to the south of the facility, largely to accommodate the corporate visitor traffic generated by the facility.

Data Documents

60

Dietrich Industries, Inc.

50

Duncan Disposal

116

In 2009, Adesa a leading provider of vehicle re-marketing services, opened a facility in Hutchins. Situated on over 170 acres, this
facility is comprised of three buildings totaling 200,000 square feet, processes 100,000 to 150,000 vehicles annually and employs
approximately 300 full-time workers with an average salary of $46,0601. Approximately 50% of the vehicles are transported by
truck, requiring 200 trucks weekly.

Dynamex Inc

50

Eagle National Steel

45

FedEx Ground

750

Flying J Travel Plaza

50

Hutchins State Jail

429

Lasco Bathware Inc

50

LKQ Inc

50

MHC Kenworth-South Dallas

50

National Tire & Battery

50

Texas Department of Transportation

50

Trinity Utility Service, Inc.

100

Unilever U.S., Inc.

100

Union Pacific RR Dallas Intermodal Terminal

200

Cedar Valley College, a Dallas County Community College District school as an enrollment of over 6,000 students.
Catalyst estimates the regional workforce of an estimated 4,394 workers generates approximately 3,630 square feet of retail
demand, primarily in the form of food services and other convenience-oriented retailers.
Workers

Projected Annual
Expenditures

4,394

$6,720,623

Average Distance
from Interstate 45
& Palestine
1.71

Blended Potential
Capture Rate
21.6%

Potential Annual
Captured Expenditures
$1,452,168

Square Feet Supported at $400/sf
3,630

*employment counts are estimated
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TRAFFIC COUNT ANALYSIS

TRAFFIC COUNTS
Average daily volume is an important measurement by which retailers evaluate
potential sites. Generally speaking, higher traffic counts are more attractive as they are
typically translated into greater retail sales potential.

TRAFFIC COUNTS TABLE 3

A summary of traffic counts for the Hutchins Trade Area is as follows. As one of the two
primary interstate highways leading into and out of the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex, the
Interstate 45 corridor has some of the highest average daily traffic volumes in the North
Texas region. Traffic flow along this corridor is primarily comprised of 1) commercial
shipping, 2) regional commuter traffic and 3) intrastate travel between the Dallas and
Houston markets. Traffic on this corridor will continue to increase as a result of the
population and job growth in both the Dallas/Fort Worth and Houston markets, as well
as the increased shipping and logistics activity in the Hutchins market. This traffic will
have a direct impact on the demand for convenience retailers such as gas, coffee
and quick-serve restaurants.

SOURCE

W of Interstate 45

7,377

Gram (2011)

E Wintergreen
Road

W of Interstate 45

3,217

Gram (2011)

Interstate 45

N of Palestine Street

74,000

TxDot 2009

Interstate 45

N of Wintergreen Street

65,000

TxDot 2009

Lancaster Hutchins

N of Wintergreen Street

5,741

TxDot 2009

Dowdy Ferry

W of Interstate 45

7,377

TxDot 2009

Interstate 45
Frontage Road

N of Dowdy Ferry

5,416

TxDot 2009

INTERSECTION

E Palestine Street

y
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a
ntr
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The newly built QuikTrip on the northwest corner of Interstate 45 and Wintergreen Road
has captured a portion of that demand as evidenced by the continuous activity at
the store. The planned Denny’s to open south along the corridor, has positioned itself Rd
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tua
to capture that traffic as well. East/west traffic across the region is still fairly sparse,
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o
s
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but the recent improvement of the Wintergreen Road overpass is evidencedSiof
the
anticipated increased traffic volumes in the region due to job and population growth.
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Catalyst estimates traffic on Interstate 45 generates approximately 4,105 square feet of
retail demand, primarily in the form of food services and other convenience-oriented
retailers.
ADV

74,000

Average Site capTrips per ture perweek
centage
2.5

2.5%

Annual
Trips
231,250

Average Estimated
amount Annual
spent
Expenditure
$7.10

$1,641,875

Estimated square
feet of demand
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PSYCHOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

LIFESTYLE SEGMENTATION/PSYCHOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
The 72-segment Community Tapestry system classifies U.S. neighborhoods based on their
socioeconomic and demographic compositions. The versatility of Community Tapestry
provides several methods of dividing the 72 Neighborhood segments into summary
groups for a broader view of U.S. neighborhoods. There are 15 summary groups that
include traditional geo-demographic factors, including family status, affluence, age,
family status, ethnicity, and degree of urbanization. Psychographic analysis is useful
when identifying retail categories that will be the most well-received by the market.
TOP TAPESTRY SEGMENTS (Primary Trade Area)
RANK

TAPESTRY

TRADE AREA

SEGMENT

Percent

1

Doublewides

19.86%

2

Lower East Side

18.75%

3

Between jobs

14.51%

4

Upper East Side

10.57%

5

Pastoral Vistas

7.35%

6

Group Quarters

7.15%

7

Sitting Pretty

6.40%

8

Los Novios

2.61%

9

Cornucopia

2.60%

10

Los Padres

2.28%

DOUBLEWIDES
In America there tends to be a particular stigma attached to living in mobile homes and
mobile home parks. But they are not all so called “trailer trash.” In fact, many people
chose this lifestyle as a preference for several reasons, including mobility and low-cost
housing. In fact, the median income of residents of Doublewides neighborhoods is a very
respectable high-$30,000s and $40,000s. Doublewides are areas were mobile homes
dictate the lifestyles of the residents, who share a median age in the 30s. While residents
in Doublewides do have a higher-than-average level of income from public-assistance,
many others are hardworking Americas, with a higher-than-average representation in
several manual-labor blue-collar occupations, including farming/fishing/forestry (nearly
three-times-average), construction (75-percent-above-average), repair services
(over-50-percent-above-average), transportation (50-percent-above-average), and
production (nearly 50-percent-aboveaverage). These occupations are a reflection
of the residents’ low educational achievements: There is an over-50-percent-average
number of people with less-thanhigh-school educations. However, 25-percent-aboveaverage have high-school degrees. Also owing to their residents’ ages, these areas
have slightly more younger children than older. They tend to have married-couple
households, but also have a nearly 50-percent higher-than-average number of singlefathers.
LOWER EAST SIDE
Lower East Side segments are similar to Upper East Side segments in may demographics
such as age (20-to-low-30-years-old), except for one predominant distinction — they
are home to the “blue-collar” workers in occupations such as healthcare, building
maintenance, production, and transportation. In these employment fields, they rank
at over two-times-the national- average. However, their median annual income is still
the same as residents of Upper East Side areas: the low-$30,000s or less. Also, Lower East
Side neighborhoods rank at between 50-and-75-percent-above-average in residents
who’ve never been married. In fact, they rank at 50-percent-below-average number
of married-couple households, including a 50-percenthigher-than-average percent
of single-male parents and nearly two-times-average number of single-female parent
families. Other similarities to their Upper East Side Harlem Gateway neighbors include:
an above-average level of income from public-assistance (nearly three-times-thenational-average). Though many residents have high-school degrees, a two-timesaverage level of residents do not have high-school educations.
BETWEEN JOBS
Based on the demographic statistics of the highly urban Between Jobs segments,
these neighborhoods may very well be the so-called “mean streets” across our nation
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continued

that are frequently referenced in popular media. Two demographics, in particular,
point to this possibility: age and marital status. Like the majority of Harlem Gateway
segments, Between Job neighborhoods are home to black residents in their 20s and
low-30s. However, these residents have a high propensity to be widows and widowers:
nearly two-times-the-national-average number of males are widowers and nearly
50-percent-above-average of females are widows. Furthermore, between 50-and75-percent-above-average percentage never married. Overall, these facts make
for predominantly single-parent communities, especially singlefemales. In fact, these
areas rate a 50-percent-below-average level of married-couples. And while there are
a 50-percent-higher-than-average level of single-males-withchildren, there are nearly
four-times-the-national-average number of single-females-withchildren. Other statistics
that speak to a hardscrabble life in Between Jobs areas are a two-times-the-average
percent without high-school educations, incomes in the low-$30,000s or less, a well
above-the-national-average number of children. It all adds up to markets with one of
the highest levels of public-assistance income: three-to-four-times the-national-average.
Of the residents who are employed, these occupations dominate this segments:
over three-times-average in healthcare support; over two-times-average in building
maintenance; nearly two-times-average in protective services; and 50-percentaboveaverage in food preparation and personal care services.
UPPER EAST SIDE
Residents of Upper East Side neighborhoods may face greater challenges than most
Americans, but you can’t say they aren’t trying. These Harlem Gateway areas are home
to people in their 20s to low-30s, who rank at the national-average in income from
salaries and wages. However, they also show about twoand-a-half-times-averagehigher rate of public-assistance income. These residents are working at a wide variety of
jobs, including an over two-times-average level of employment in healthcare services;
nearly two-times-average in building maintenance; and over 50-percent-aboveaverage in protective services, food preparation, and personal care industries. All in
all their positions are categorized as white-collar, unlike the Lower East Side segments,
which work in similar fields, but weight in as blue-collar. But with a 50-percent-higherthan-average-level of residents without high-school educations, and a median-salary
range in the low-$30,000s or less, these residents may continue to carefully spend the
money they bring home. Additional distinctions include a between 50-and-75-percentabove-average percentage who’ve never married; a well above average number
of children; and a 50-percent-below-average number of married-couple households.
Additionally, there is a 50-percent-higher-than-average percent of single male parents
and nearly two-times-average number of single-female parent families.
PASTORAL VISTAS
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Pastoral Vistas neighborhoods rank at just over-50-percent-higher-than-average in
farming, fishing, and forestry occupations. And they measure just a little lower than this
percentage in self-employment income. If you put two-and-two together it’s logical to
assume Pastoral Vistas rural neighborhoods are inhabited by many people earning a
living off the land. However, this segment within Living With Nature is not just a group
of farmers, tilling the soil from sun up to sun down. Other above-average ranking
occupations include construction, repair services, production, and transportation.
Whether or not they are farmers, residents in these areas are clearly blue-collar. The
residents rank in at 25-percent-above-average in high-school education, but only a
small percent have some level of college education. Presumably any education beyond
high school is from a community college or trade school. Nonetheless, this group is fairly
comfortable financially with average incomes in the $50,000s and $60,000s. There are
a few smart investors among the residents, but also few people seeking out public
assistance. These areas also rank at above-average in the marriedcouple category
and in children above six and under 17.
GROUP QUARTERS
Group Quarters is the name of the neighborhoods identified as home to people living
predominately in apartments or other group housing quarters. The residents of multifamily
rental housing are different from both homeowners and single-family home renters. It’s
logical to imagine this group being much more transient than home-owning citizens,
and not investing as much in their home purchases. Apartment renters account for
15% of all U.S. households by a narrow definition that restricts the count to residence in
structures with at least five apartments. A broader definition of two to four apartments
per quarters increases this percentage to 22%. Among the shared demographics
of the highly urban Group Quarters residents are a median-age in the 30s, very few
children, more singles than married-couples, and a two times-the-national-average
level of people with less-than-high-school educations. Income for these rental-housing
residents ranks 50-percent-higher-than-average on public assistance. However, many
of the residents are employed in blue-collar jobs, such as farming/fishing/forestry (nearly
four-times-average), protective services (nearly two-and-a-half-times-average), and
healthcare support, building maintenance, and transportation (all about 25-percentabove-average). Incomes are in the high-$30,000s and $40,000s ranges.
SITTING PRETTY
Among the Urban Cliff Climbers neighborhoods that are home to the backbone of
America’s workforce are the Sitting Pretty segments. This group is young (20s to 30s),
but enjoying good income levels (between $50,000 and $60,000). Their relatively high
earnings range comes from middle-class white-collar jobs in several occupations,
including management, protective services, personal care, sales, office administration,
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and repair services. Their higher than-average salaries keep them and their mostly
newborn to 13-year-old children very comfortable in their urban abodes, in all probability
surrounded by all of the creature comforts required to please all of the senses — from
big-screen-high-def TVs to fully equipped SUVs. With good college educations and
good jobs, the Sitting Pretty residents have earned their comforts they enjoy.
LOS NOVIOS
Los Novios neighborhoods are neighborhoods with the highest percentage of marriedwith-children households. So their Spanish name, which means “newlyweds” is a perfect
fit. What’s more the median-age range of residents is in the lowest category — 20s and
low-30s. Fittingly, these areas rank highest in children under six at nearly 75-percentabove-average. But they also have a 50-percent-higher-than-average level of kids
six- to 13-years-old. While many of the residents are married, there are also aboveaverage levels of single-parent households: with the highest level (interestingly) in singlemale-with-children at over 75-percent-aboveaverage. The highly urban Los Novios
areas share several demographics with their fellow Espaniola segments, including a
high percent of residents without high-school educations (three-times-the nationalaverage); median household incomes too broad to classify without misleading market
researchers; and high rankings on income from public assistance (three-times-aboveaverage). However, the residents also rank at an average level of income from their
predominantly blue-collar jobs. They rank extremely high in five occupations: farming/
fishing/forestry (a whooping seven-times-the-average), building maintenance (twoand-a-half-times-average), construction and production (both at nearly two-timesaverage), and transportation (about 75-percent-above-average).

PSYCHOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

farming, fishing, and forestry.
LOS PADRES
As anyone who knows anything about Hispanic culture knows, family is very important
to this demographic. In particular, parents are regarded as the kings and queens of
their castles. The aptly named Los Padres (Spanish for “parents”) neighborhoods weight
in with the second-largest percentage of children — which, of course, means there are
many parents as well. In these highly urban Espaniola neighborhoods, the percentage
of married-couple households is just below the national-norm; the level of single-femaleparent homes is 25-percent-above-average; and (interestingly) the level of singlemale-parent homes is more than 50-percent-aboveaverage. The children in the homes
span all ages, but show the highest ranking in kidsunder- six (nearly 50-percent-aboveaverage). This is obviously because of the residents’relatively young age: The median
age of Los Padres areas is in the 30s. The median household income in these areas is too
broad to classify without misleading market researchers. But by looking at other factors,
one can assume the income levels are lowerthan-average. These residents have twoand-a-half-times-average number of people with less-than-high-school educations.
They also rank very high in four blue-collar occupations: farming/fishing/forestry (twoand-a-half-times-average), building maintenance (two-times-average), construction
(over 50-percent-above-average), and production (over 50-percent-above-average).
This group also shows a 50-percent to twotimes-average level of income from publicassistance.

CORNUCOPIA
Like the patchwork of freshly plowed fields, rows of crops, and seas of wheat blowing
in the wind that you might see out the window of a plane as you fly over a typical rural
area in America, the Cornucopia is a patchwork of rural communities that don’t fit
into any of the other segments. This group of Living With Nature segments is young: the
residents range from 20-somethings to the low-30s. This group of mixed demographics
is primarily married-with-children, but they have even more children than the other
segments. They have the least-educated demographic in this segment, with close to
50-percent-higher-than-average percent without even high-school degrees. These
segments are home to a well-above-average number of self-employed individuals, and
a similarly high-level of people seeking public assistance. They are not easily pegged
on income levels, since the median household income is too broad to classify without
misleading market researchers. However, the Cornucopia segments are a pretty solidly
blue-collar bunch, working in areas such as construction, repair services, production,
and transportation. But while they rank at or near 50-percent-above-average in these
jobs, they rank at a spectacular four-times-the national-average in the category of
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SUPPLY/DEMAND ANALYSIS

SUPPLY/DEMAND ANALYSIS
ESRI: Supply (retail sales) estimates sales to consumers by establishments. Sales to businesses
are excluded. Demand (retail potential) estimates the expected amount spent by
consumers at retail establishments. Supply and demand estimates are in current dollars.
The Leakage/Surplus Factor presents a snapshot of retail opportunity. This is a measure of
the relationship between supply and demand that ranges from +100 (total leakage) to -100
(total surplus). A positive value represents ‘leakage’ of retail opportunity outside the trade
area. A negative value represents a surplus of retail sales, a market where customers are
drawn in from outside the trade area. The Retail Gap represents the difference between
Retail Potential and Retail Sales. ESRI uses the North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) to classify businesses by their primary type of economic activity. Retail
establishments are classified into 27 industry groups in the Retail Trade sector, as well as
four industry groups within the Food Services & Drinking Establishments subsector.

sense considering that Interstate 45 and Interstate 20 cross through Primary Trade
area, and that the gasoline stations along those corridors service over 200,000
commuters per day. The leakage displayed in the rest of the categories indicates
that residents within the Primary Trade Area must travel outside of the Primary Trade
Area to fill their shopping needs. All of these categories may represent categorical
voids, and thus opportunities which can be filled within the Primary Trade Area.

The leakage analysis is based on the geography established by the Primary Trade Area.
Because there is a relatively small amount of retail supply in the Primary Trade Area, the
data shows a leakage in virtually every category with the exception of gasoline stations.
As explained by ESRI, the fact that there is a “surplus” of gasoline stations in the Primary
Trade Area simply means that the supply of gasoline stations far exceeds the demand of
the population within the geographical boundaries of the Primary Trade Area. This makes
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SUPPLY/DEMAND ANALYSIS

TRADE AREA DEMAND
Demand
(Retail Potential)

Supply
(Retail Sales)

Retail Gap
(Demand - Supply)

Surplus / Leakage
Factor

# of Businesses

Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink (NAICS 44-45, 722)

$269,176,950

$367,444,016

-$98,267,066

-15.4

157

Total Retail Trade (NAICS 44-45)

$230,332,662

$345,151,342

-$114,818,680

-20.0

123

Total Food & Drink (NAICS 722)

$38,844,288

$22,292,674

$16,551,614

27.1

34

Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers (NAICS 441)

$57,289,613

$61,027,908

-$3,738,295

-3.2

42

Automobile Dealers (NAICS 4411)

$49,409,442

$52,260,393

-$2,850,951

-2.8

24

Other Motor Vehicle Dealers (NAICS 4412)

$3,815,317

$1,347,855

$2,467,462

47.8

6

Auto Parts, Accessories, and Tire Stores (NAICS 4413)

$4,064,854

$7,419,660

-$3,354,806

-29.2

12

Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores (NAICS 442)

$8,734,136

$255,234

$8,478,902

94.3

1

Furniture Stores (NAICS 4421)

$5,311,515

$0

$5,311,515

100.0

0

Home Furnishings Stores (NAICS 4422)

$3,422,621

$255,234

$3,167,387

86.1

1

Electronics & Appliance Stores (NAICS 443/NAICS 4431)

$6,489,219

$748,282

$5,740,937

79.3

3

Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores (NAICS 444)

$9,827,325

$3,402,966

$6,424,359

48.6

10

Building Material and Supplies Dealers (NAICS 4441)

$9,250,369

$2,380,624

$6,869,745

59.1

8

$576,956

$1,022,342

-$445,386

-27.8

2

Food & Beverage Stores (NAICS 445)

$46,433,403

$10,201,365

$36,232,038

64.0

13

Grocery Stores (NAICS 4451)

$44,316,256

$9,887,033

$34,429,223

63.5

9

$695,910

$167,171

$528,739

61.3

3

Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores (NAICS 4453)

$1,421,237

$147,161

$1,274,076

81.2

1

Health & Personal Care Stores (NAICS 446/NAICS 4461)

$7,218,400

$910,712

$6,307,688

77.6

1

$40,281,548

$251,461,873

-$211,180,325

-72.4

17

Industry Summary

Lawn and Garden Equipment and Supplies Stores (NAICS 4442)

Specialty Food Stores (NAICS 4452)

Gasoline Stations (NAICS 447/NAICS 4471)
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SUPPLY/DEMAND ANALYSIS

TRADE AREA DEMAND
Demand
(Retail Potential)

Supply
(Retail Sales)

Retail Gap
(Demand - Supply)

Surplus / Leakage
Factor

# of Businesses

Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores (NAICS 448)

$8,823,048

$1,397,981

$7,425,067

72.6

8

Clothing Stores (NAICS 4481)

$7,017,085

$1,210,856

$5,806,229

70.6

7

$795,771

$0

$795,771

100.0

0

Jewelry, Luggage, and Leather Goods Stores (NAICS 4483)

$1,010,192

$187,125

$823,067

68.7

1

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores (NAICS 451)

$2,809,903

$810,057

$1,999,846

55.2

3

Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instrument Stores (NAICS 4511)

$1,751,613

$86,074

$1,665,539

90.6

2

Book, Periodical, and Music Stores (NAICS 4512)

$1,058,290

$723,983

$334,307

18.8

1

General Merchandise Stores (NAICS 452)

$29,199,338

$12,487,444

$16,711,894

40.1

5

Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts. (NAICS 4521)

$14,360,809

$0

$14,360,809

100.0

0

Other General Merchandise Stores (NAICS 4529)

$14,838,529

$12,487,444

$2,351,085

8.6

5

$4,401,685

$1,521,485

$2,880,200

48.6

16

$510,245

$130,351

$379,894

59.3

2

$1,257,889

$39,541

$1,218,348

93.9

1

$597,813

$239,014

$358,799

42.9

7

Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers (NAICS 4539)

$2,035,738

$1,112,579

$923,159

29.3

6

Nonstore Retailers (NAICS 454)

$8,825,044

$926,035

$7,899,009

81.0

4

Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses (NAICS 4541)

$5,749,864

$366,863

$5,383,001

88.0

1

Vending Machine Operators (NAICS 4542)

$1,071,135

$199,218

$871,917

68.6

2

Direct Selling Establishments (NAICS 4543)

$2,004,045

$359,954

$1,644,091

69.5

1

Food Services & Drinking Places (NAICS 722)

$38,844,288

$22,292,674

$16,551,614

27.1

34

Full-Service Restaurants (NAICS 7221)

$15,432,756

$5,046,391

$10,386,365

50.7

17

Limited-Service Eating Places (NAICS 7222)

$18,900,417

$16,674,242

$2,226,175

6.3

15

$3,618,553

$308,188

$3,310,365

84.3

1

$892,562

$263,853

$628,709

54.4

1

Industry Summary

Shoe Stores (NAICS 4482)

Miscellaneous Store Retailers (NAICS 453)
Florists (NAICS 4531)
Office Supplies, Stationery, and Gift Stores (NAICS 4532)
Used Merchandise Stores (NAICS 4533)

Special Food Services (NAICS 7223)
Drinking Places - Alcoholic Beverages (NAICS 7224)
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RETAIL SUMMARY

EXISTING RETAIL USES AND CATEGORIES
In effort to better understand Hutchin’s retail potential, Catalyst completed a
comprehensive market-wide study of the existing retailers in Hutchins and the surrounding
trade area. Data is compiled into the Catalyst Merchant Matrix (see Appendix 1).
This data included the use by category and location. Further analysis of the Catalyst
Merchant Matrix™ allows for deeper insight into the distribution of uses of the retail
market within Trade Area of Hutchins, Texas. The results depict the retail categories
which exist and are oversaturated, under supplied, or void of representation.
This data is useful in developing a clearer understanding of what types of retail are
existing in the market, as well as what types of retail are missing in the market for one
reason or another. From the data compiled, Catalyst can begin to formulate a game
plan as to which categories should be further considered. Categories which already
have optimal market penetration and those which appear to be oversaturated should
be evaluated further to determine if these should be eliminated from consideration. Void
and underrepresented categories are evaluated based on factors such as alignment
with the vision of the city, cotenancy, demand/leakage analysis, and demographic
and psychographic profiles within the study areas.
145 retailers within the study area were mapped and categorized. There are 42 retail
categories represented in the study area with the top two represented categories
being Convenience Store (31) and Restaurant Limited Service & Fast Food – Burger (16).
Given the population density and the three highways in the trade area, the distribution
of retail uses in the study area is consistent with its attributes.
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Apparel - Discount - 448140

1

Apparel - Womens - 448150 - 448120

1

Automotive Retailer - 4413

5

Automotive Service - 447190

4

Bank - 522110

5

Check Cashing/Pawn/Thrift - 522390

2

Convenience Store - 445120

31

Department Store - 452111

1

Dollar/Variety Stores - 452990

6

Dry Cleaning/Laundry - 812320 - 812310

4

General Merchandise Stores - 452910

1

Grocery - 445110

4

Hair Cutter/Salon - 812112

3

Health & Beauty Care Locations - 453998

1

Health Clubs/Gyms - 713940

2

Home Furnishings - 442210 - 442291

2

Medical - Dentist - 621210

1

Music/Video - 443111

1

Nail Salon - 812113

4

Other

2

Pharmacy - 446110

1

Rental Centers - 532310

4

Restaurant - American - 722110

3

Restaurant - Asian - 722110

1

Restaurant - Barbecue - 722110 - 72211

2

Restaurant - Burgers - 722110

2

Restaurant - Dessert - 722110

3

Restaurant - Diner - 722110

3

Restaurant - Italian - 722110

2

Restaurant - Limited Service & Fast food - Burger - 722211

16

Restaurant - Limited Service & Fast food - Chicken - 722211

3

Restaurant - Limited Service & Fast food - Other - 722211

3

Restaurant - Limited Service & Fast food - Seafood - 722211

1

Restaurant - Mexican - 722110

2

Restaurant - Pizza - 722110 - 722211

4

Restaurant - Sandwhich/Deli - 722110 - 722111

3

Restaurant - Yakitori / Poultry - 722110

1

Shoe Store - 448210

1

Sporting Goods Store - 451110

1

Tanning - 812199

1

Tax and Investment Services - 541213 - 523930

2

Wireless Store - 443112

5
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presented to:

MERCHANT MATRIX

April 2011

MERCHANT MATRIX
EXISTING RETAIL USES AND CATEGORIES
Convenience Store - 445120

31

7-11

1

Big Daddy’s Country Store

1

Chevron

2

Chevron/Tetco

1

Conoco

1

Exxon

4

Fina

2

Lancaster SuperMart

1

Love’s

1

Phillips 66

1

Pilot Travel Center

1

QuikTrip

1

Shell

6

Texaco

3

Top Fuel

1

TravelCenters Of America

1

Valero

1

Valero Corner Store

2

Restaurant - Limited Service & Fast food - Burger - 722211

16

Jack In The Box

3

Mc Donald’s

1

McDonald’s

3

Sonic

4

Wendy’s

2

Whataburger

3

Dollar/Variety Stores - 452990

6

Dollar General

2

Dollar Tree

1

Family Dollar

3

Bank - 522110

5

American National Bank

1

Bank of America

1

Commercial State Bank

1

Homebank Seagoville

1

Regions Bank

1

Wireless Store - 443112

5

AT&T

1
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MetroPCS

3

Sprint

1

Automotive Retailer - 4413

5

Autozone

1

Buy-Lo Auto Supply

1

K Auto Parts

1

NAPA

1

O’Reilly Auto Parts

1

Restaurant - Pizza - 722110 - 722211

4

Domino’s Pizza

1

Little Caesars

1

Papa Sam’s

1

Pizza Inn

1

Rental Centers - 532310

4

Aaron’s Rents

1

Bennet’s Rent to Own

1

Colortime

1

Rent-A-Center

1

Automotive Service - 447190

4

Goodyear

1

L&M Muffler and Brakes

1

Speed Max Chrome Shop

1

Valvoline Express Care

1

Dry Cleaning/Laundry - 812320 - 812310

4

Jiffy Cleaners

1

Judit Cleaners

1

Neighborhood Cleaners

1

Parker Cleaning & Laundry

1

Nail Salon - 812113

4

Dream Nails

1

Nail Express

1

NailPro

1

Rose Nails

1

Restaurant - Limited Service & Fast food - Chicken - 722211

3

Chicken Express

1

Church’s

1

Popeyes

1

Restaurant - Diner - 722110

3

Denny’s

3
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Restaurant - Dessert - 722110

3

Health Clubs/Gyms - 713940

2

Donuts

2

Get Fit

1

Dutch Maid Donuts

1

Premier Martial Arts

1

Restaurant - Sandwhich/Deli - 722110 - 722111

3

Restaurant - Barbecue - 722110 - 72211

2

Subway

3

Hickory House

1

Hair Cutter/Salon - 812112

3

Hoss’ BBQ

1

Aaron’s Hair Salon

1

Restaurant - Burgers - 722110

2

Legends Salon

1

Dairy Queen

2

Pro-Style

1

Other

2

Grocery - 445110

4

City Food Ministry

1

Brookshire’s

1

Seagoville Chamber of Commerce

1

Hutchins Grocery

1

Restaurant - Yakitori / Poultry - 722110

1

Stuart’s Grocery

1

Williams Chicken

1

Walmart

1

Restaurant - Asian - 722110

1

Restaurant - Limited Service & Fast food - Other - 722211

3

Eastern Buffet

1

KFC / Taco Bell

1

Sporting Goods Store - 451110

1

Pizza Hut/Wing Street

1

Hibbett Sports

1

Taco Bell

1

Health & Beauty Care Locations - 453998

1

Restaurant - American - 722110

3

Sally Beauty

1

Chicken & Rice

1

Department Store - 452111

1

Granny’s Fried Chicken

1

Bealls

1

Texas Rose Bar & Grill

1

General Merchandise Stores - 452910

1

Restaurant - Italian - 722110

2

Dash for Cash

1

Roma Italian Restaurant

1

Shoe Store - 448210

1

Rudi’s Napoli’s Italian Restaurant

1

Payless ShoeStore

1

Restaurant - Mexican - 722110

2

Restaurant - Limited Service & Fast food - Seafood - 722211

1

Guadalupana Meat Market

1

Long John Silvers

1

La Pradera Tex-Mex

1

Tanning - 812199

1

Tax and Investment Services - 541213 - 523930

2

Betcha’ Can Tan

1

H&R Block

1

Apparel - Womens - 448150 - 448120

1

Jackson Hewitt

1

Cato Fashions

1

Check Cashing/Pawn/Thrift - 522390

2

Medical - Dentist - 621210

1

Cash Store

1

The Dental Place

1

Check N Go

1

Apparel - Discount - 448140

1

Home Furnishings - 442210 - 442291

2

Pursley’s Discount Fashions

1

Mattress Factory Outlet

1

Pharmacy - 446110

1

Wyatt’s Home Furnishings

1

Walgreens

1

Music/Video - 443111

2

Grand Total

145

Blockbuster

1
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